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Golden Knights ereeare for Olive Garden Classic - e.12
•
•

Water warnings flood campus
•

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
news editor

~t.

DO NOT DRINK WATER UNTIL

•
•

•
•

•

FURTHER NOTICE.

Signs with this warning were visible
everywhere on the UCF campus, Friday. The
UCF Environmental Health and Safety Office further cautioned:
• Use bottled water until notified.
• Do not cook with tap water.'
• Do not brush teeth with tap water.
University employees and students were
asking, ''What happened?''
According to Steve Mammino, industrial hygienist with the UCF Environmental
Health and Safety Office, a sub-contractor
working on a satellite utility plant flushed a
large water line with too much pressure.
Mammino said when too much water was
forced through the lines, the pressure dropped
below 20 PSI (pounds per square inch). Normal sedimentation, which is always present in

the lines, was stirred up, causing the water to
become discolored.
The discoloration prompted many
people around campus to notify the Environmental Health and Safety Office. Warning
signs were posted immediately. When the
pressure drops like it did on Friday, Marnmino
said it is possible that soil and contaminants
can get into the water if there are cracks in the
lines. Samples were tested on Friday and
Saturday. The results came back negative on
Sunday, and most of the signs were removed
by Monday morning.
Dan Picard, 21, animation major, said
he drank the water .Friday before finding out
about the warnings. He said he was ill for the
next 24 hours and was concerned it was due
to the water.
A Student Health Services representative said there had been no reports of anyone
becoming ill from the water.
Mammino confirmed the water is safe
to drink.

UCF royalties rank 3rd in state
UCF

•

u

00.000

•

•

The Association of University Technology Managers reported
that UCF received $173,750 from
five patents during the 1994 fiscal
year.
UCF placed third among the
five universities in Florida which
reported income from licensing and
patents, and 79th out of the 114
colleges and universities nationwide.
The University of Miami received $108,448, and Florida Atlantic University received $50,000.
According to the report,
Florida State University and the

University ofFloridarwere among
the top ten leaders of colleges and
universities in the nation receiving royalties.
FSU earned $~.3 million in
1994, with an expec~d $7 .2 million in fiscal 1995, f~r a patented
process called Taxll, a cancer
treatment.
The Universit of Florida
·
earned $5, 177 ,050.

Blanchard Park - a natural choice for students
by JODY MASK
Contributing writer

Do you ever find yourself
wandering around the campus, looking for a good place to study outdoors?
·would you like to go somewhere on the weekend that is close
to the university, yet still feels like
it is miles away?
If you answered "yes" to either of those questions, you should
check out Jay Blanchard P¥k, a
countyparkjustonemilefromUCF.
To get to the park, take University
Boulevard to Rouse Road or Dean
Road - the park lies between the
two roads.
Blanchard Park ·features activities for a wide range of interests.

For thOse who. like sports--

pholo/BLOODSWOATH

Jay Blanchard Park offers a touch of tranquility in the middle of bustling Orlando.
Stude"ts can play a myriad of sports or just sit by The Little Econ River and do nothing.

News
Opinion

splendid poem by the fabulous Leold.

Classifieds
Features
Sports

you can shoot hoops on one
of the two basketball courts, prac-tice your serve on one of two tennis
courts, or indulge in a little soccer
or vqlleyball.

see PARK, page
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The Greek Column
Greeks work hard for charities
Boxer shorts are being sold
to help raise additional money.
They sell for $12 and may be purch<l;Sed through sorority representatives or through Derby Days
Chairman Scott Mahlhan. ·
Sigma Phi Epsilon is also
contributing to the tradition of
fund-raising. They are holding
their annual Queen of Hearts competition to benefit the American

by LESLIB ADAMS
Greek columnist

will play games based on the
process of elimination. ·
"We enjoy this type of
activity because it increases
awareness of the American
Heart Association, and it allows students to take an active part in raising funds for
the philanthiopy ," Queen of
Hearts Chairman Joe Wright
said. The winning team will

Every year UCF' s Greek
system raises thousands of dollars for national philanthropic organizations, such as the Ronald
McDonald House and the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
Leading the tradition this
semester is Sigma Chi's Derby
Days
and
Sigma - Phi
Epsilon's
Queen
of
Hearts. ·
Friday,
Sigma Chi
held its annual
fund-raiser for
the Children 's
Miracle Network. The
main activity
to help raise
this year was a
dunking tank
::?:-money for
. .__ local orgaon the Green.
nizations inThe acclude: Pi
tivities were
held between ·
eta Phi's
photo/Speclal tO the Future Rock the
· the hours of
11 a.m.· and 5 Alpha Delta Pi practices for last year's Queen of Hearts.
Arrow,
p.m. Members of the seven so- Heart Association this Saturday, Delta Tau Delta's Boxer Rerorities, as well as numerous in- from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., on the UCF bellion, Sigma Alpha
dependents, showed up to "take intramural fields.
Epsilon's Paddy Murphy and
out their frustrations" on the
The competition is centered Tri-Delta's Hoops for Hope.
brothers of Sigma Chi, while around a kickball tournament.
Community involveshowing their support for the Each sorority will sponsor at least mentis encouraged. For more
fund-raiser. Each attempt cost one team for $75. Each additional information, contact the
- team will cost only $25. The teams Greek Affairs Office..
participants $1.

Does your fraternity or sorority have news or happenings that should be featured here in your GREEK
~
COLUMN? If so,call 823-8054 and leave a messa~ fo~ L~slie . ..
~ ., ,

...

.

.

,

..

~.

FEB.8
•Movie: The Shawshank Redemption
•Poet Irene Willis, Board Room, Adm.in.
Bldg., noon.
FEB.9
•Wiffleball, Rec. Services
FEB.10
•CEL Spring activity/leadership
program.Business Bldg. Call 823-6471.
FEB.11
•Movie: Guess Who's Coming to Dinner,
SAC, 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m.
FEB.12
•Ambassadors for Christ kick-off celebration, on the Green
FEB.13
•Speaker: Charles Dutton, UCF Arena, 8
p.m., free.
•Ambassadors for Christ dance and drill
team, outside SC complex.
•Alpha Kappa Alpha :Valentine's auction
FEB.14
•Movie: A Walk in the Clouds, SAC, 6:30
p.m. and 9 p.m.
FEB.15
•UCF Knight at the Solar Bears ice hockey
team. Discount tic~ets, call 428-6638.
•Black History Forum, 8 p.m.
•The "Quotes" club will meet in VAB 213,
at4 p.m.

TOPIC: If someone told you, "We have
promises to keep and miles to go before we
can sleep," what would be your interpretation of this phrase? Who comes to mind
when you hear a phrase like this? How can
we apply this to our present day society?

<>

St. Thomas is committed to developing the
intellectual, spiritual, and ethical values of its future

<>

St. Thomas low student-to-faculty ratio allows for
personalized guidance from the faculty
St. Thomas is the only Catholic law school in the
Southeastern United States. -

•
•

•

•

Sponsored by theAASU. Call 823-2450or
823-3910 for more details. .

'

28.8Kbps V.34 dial·-up to the World Wide Web
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access <!SSistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI
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St. Thomas ·University
The .4rchdiocesan Catholic Universitu of Florida
.
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1st prize, $125
·2nd prize, $75
3rd prize, $50

for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

lawyers who care about
helping others...
.
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BLACK HIST.DRY MONTI
LITERARY c•NTIST

Internet Access Special

We specialize in

•
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16400 N.W. 32nd Avenue, Miami, Florida 33054
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Banking on right choice

l

by MAUREEN TISDALE

Jay Blanchard Patlc,
for quiet or wildlife
trom PARK, page 1

Contributing writer

For nature enthusiastsFishing
is permitted in the
It is difficult to tell which bank is best for UCF students, because at
Little
Econolockhat~hee
River,
first glance, they all seem so similar. Five baJ?ks near the campus were
which
borders
the
park
on
the
called to get information on their regular checking accounts. All of them
north.
(You
will
need
a
fishing
have more than one kind of checking account.
license.)
Great NationsUCF
Hiking through the
Credit Union
SunTrust
B.a mett Western Bank
$25
To open $50
$100
$100
$100
marked trails in the woods on
Monthly
the · northeast corner of
$5
$12
fees
$12
$5
$5
Blanchard is another available
$750
Min.
$600
$50Q
$750
--activity. You may spot a reddaily
daily
Balance daily____
shouldered
hawk as you make
$4
ATM
Free
Free
Free
rreeyour
way
through
the forest of
Start~uo w/acct
w/acct
w/acct w/acct
laurel
oak,
longleaf
pine, sweet
Bounced
gum
and
cypress
trees.
$25
$25
Check $28.50 $25
$27
Of course, hawks are not
ATM on
the
only
birds you will observe
campus? No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
in the park. Along the water's
Based on a telephone survey, here are the charges for the cost of the least edge, herons, ducks and egrets
make a-meal of the vegetation
expensive checks:
Barnett- $15 for 200 singles
and insects while visitors enjoy
Great Westem - $11.25 for 200 singles
take-out at one of dozens _of picnic tables that are scattered
NationsBank - $15 for 200 singles
SunTrust- $13 for 200 singles
throughout the park.
UCF Credit Union-$ 9.75 for 150 duplicates
Many of.these ta~les have ·
The best way to purchase checks, regardles$ of which bank you choose, charcoai grills nearby for those ·
who like to barbecue.
is to get them through a mail order company such as Artistic Checks.
The Check Store, Current Checks and Checks in the Mail are other ·
Children can choose from
sources of mail order checks. You can usually futd their coupons in the Sunday two playgrounds and two basenewspaper. The prices are usually $4.95, plus shipping and handling ($1.25 to ball diamonds, in addition to a
$3.00 per box) for 200 single checks or $4.95 to $5.95 plus shipping and soccer field. Swimming is prohandling ($1.25 to $3.00 per box) for 150 duplicate checks.
hibited in Blanchard, and so are
Additional boxes are usually $2.95 to $3.95, if you order them with the alcoholic beverages. The park is
initial order. Although the companies say delivery takes four to six weeks, most open from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
people receive their checks within two or three.
The road which winds
Research showed that for related checking charges, the UCF Credit through the park provides easy
Union offered the following student-friendly benefits: ·
access tQ all points? and you may
1. It has reasonable checking account charges.
park close to the shore of the
2. Credit unions, unlike banks, are non-profit organiz.aqons. This allows river at some points .
.themtochargelowerinterestratesoncreditcardsandloans.Lowerinterestrates
So, even if the weather is
can·mean substantial savings.
cold, yo_u still have the opportu3. It is a government credit union, which means it should be secure.
nity to stay warm in your car and
If you have questions or suggestions for future moneysaver colunms, enjoy some beautiful scenery
write us or send your e-mail to mbt4l 039@pegasus.cc. ucf.edu. Also, I would while studying for your next big
exam.
like to hearfrom people who were telemarketers, for a future column.
TOPIC OF THE DAY: BANKS
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679~5144

- 679-6787
15% Discount to
all students &
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Complete line
of Fresh: Silks,
Plants,
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NEW OVIEDO OFF.ICE
IFYOUCANAEAO
THISYOUPAOBABLY
OON;NEEOOUAHELP

Alfred S.]olson, MD.
Ophthalmologist
OPTICAL·SHOP
ON PREMISES
EYE EXAMS

647-7227
PARTICIPANT OF MOST MAJOR INSURANCE PLANS

Oviedo

Fl~~;~~; i ~ ! ~~~!~Y
.. .. .·. ·. ·.
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• •

. Grab This Opportunity To Get
·1· d By DatatleX •
.
Cert• 1e • d Education Center
Your Novell Author1ze

Winter Park

1 io Alafaya Woods Blvd.
Tues. & Thurs .

..

1\

V,

®All major Credit Cards excepted 1l*fkxa'

--

Wire service to ALL parts of the country
Valentines Day February 14th

)

•

75 years combined design experience
10069 University Blvd. •Orlando, FL 32817
(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
deliverv service exludes discount
wire service exludes discount

~~ SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS

~
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Until Robots replace Humans

...your plasma will always be needed

(D(

~-

-·--. · DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA '10U DONATE HELPS:

*Patients in shock
*Bleeding Disorders
*Provide intrav~nous
fluid for bums .
surgery, or
.
treatment of illness

*Protect against infection
*Accident victims
*Provide clotting factors
for Hemophiliacs
*New research on life
threa\tening diseases

'We will compensate ~u for your time when giving the gift of lie"

YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH
$25 UPON COMPLETION OF FIRST DONATION

Call for information and/or appointment .
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL

LONDON
PRRIS
RMSTERORM
FRRNHFURT
ROME

one coupon
per customer

$199
$259
$239
$279

15% OFF
ALL products
one coupon
per customer

fares are from Hi ami . mh waq based on aRT purchase.
Fares do not include federal taxes and passenger facilittes
charges. which can total between $19.95 and $31.95. depending on the desNnanon. nor do theq include departure charges
paid direcHq to to foreign governments. 111hich can total between mo and S60.00. Int IStudent ID maq be required. Fares
are suject to change. Restrictions applq.

ti1illlNll Travel

~

CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
.
On the Web: hi~:/ /ww111.ciee.org/ cts/ctshome.htm

1-800-2-COUNCI~
[l-800-226-8624]

.

Suncrest Center
10071 University Blvd.
Orlandom FL 32817
679-6766
M-F 9-8 S 9-6 S 12-5

$27.95
Color&HC
Perm& HC
long hair extra
one coupon
per customer
COST CUTTERS•
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CBS

in a Christian. He is bright bordering on brilliant, well read and versed
Mark this day down in the in many philosophies.
And as far as I'm concerned,
annals of the unusual, completely
unexpected, couldn't believe it un- anyone who calls theqiselves Chrisless you saw it with your own eyes tian and disagrees with Peter's varievents.I' maboutto defend the honor ous points of view is either ignorant
of Peter Maxwell. Yes, the anti- ofBiblical teachings or a hypocrite.
As a specific example, while
homosexual, Bible thumping, sermonizing Peter Maxwell, who, only Jeff Hogan contends that homomonths ago, I ate for lunch as a sexual acts being an "abomination"
are not necessarily a sin, I would
result of a letter he sent me.
For those of you who missed hasten to point out that sexual acts
it, pity. It was one of my best. As for outside of marriage are a sin, and
Peter's part, well let's just say that ·since homosexuals may not marry
Peter came on the scene and set under the laws of the lanp, their
quite a blaze, resulting in several sexual expressions are, therefore, a
letters to the editor, the likes of sin. I adamantly defended homowhich is only paralleled in the bar- sexuals, butl did so as an American,
rage of abuse he's taking in these and not as a Christian. I personally
Peter Maxwell writes an inthink that a homosexual Christian is teresting column; but, assumes prepages now.
I will make no attempt to jus- a contradiction in terms, and edges theoretically that homosexuality is
tify Peter's point of view. Frankly, into stupidity nearly as closely as a a sin. He gives no concrete referI don't share his point of view. But homosexual Republican.
ence t6 back up his claims. Most
let me make this point perfectly
Why on earth would you pick Christians immediately point to the
clear, I don't share his point of view a religion that condemns you?
story of Sodom in Genesis 19. Acbecause I'm a Taoist.
·
So, why do I publish his ar- cording.to (recently deceased) ChrisI will, however, defend his ticles? Joseph used to ask me bow I tian scholar, John Boswell, a homohonor. I have exchanged enough could publish his. Simple. Anything sexual interpretation of Sodom is
mail with Peter to fill a small book, that combats apathy and ignorance relatively recent.
andlhavemetwithhim,andspoken is a good thing in my book, and
On the basis of text alone,
to him about a wide range of topics. certainly Peter combats both. Look there seems to be four inferences
And I will be the first to say that at the results. Everyone wants to one could make about the destruc~
Peter is not a hypochristian as Dan beat up on Peter. That's a-sure sign lion of Sodom:
would call it, or a pseudochristian as · that he's right. You have choices.
1) the Sodomites were deJoseph and I would call it. He is a You can stick your head back in the stroyed for the general wickedness
Christian of the first degree, with a sand, agree with him, or get off the which had prompted the Lord to
level of understanding and devotion Christian band wagon.
send angels to the city to investigate
the likes of which I have never seen
Enough said.
-in the first place;
2) the city was destroyed be~Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
cause
the people of Sodom tried to
:- E-mail:'cffuture@gdi.net .
·
: .
.
rape
the
angels;
·Opinion
.,
. E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
3) the city was destroyed~
cause the men of Sodom had tried to
engage
in homosexual intercourse
© 1995 Campbell Communications, Inc.
with
the
angels (this is not the same
Offices: 11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817
as
inference
2); .
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
·
4) the city was destroyed for
Editor ...•..•••.•....••.....•••.•..•...••....•.••.••.•.•••.•..••........• Sean Perry
inhospitable treatment of visitors
Managing Editor .•......•........•...•.......••.....•••.•..••••• Mike White
sent from the Lord.
News Editor •..•.••....•••...•.•........•....•...•.•..........•.••.•.... Jeff Hunt
Most modem Christian scholSports Editor ·············································~···Jason Swancey
ars agree that inference four is most
Features Editor ••..••.•..•.•..•.........•...••..••....•.•.•..• Derek Krause
. likely correct, and that .the moral
Opinion Editor ..••.......•........••..•...•••.•.•.••.•.•.••••..•. ~.••.•. Pat Fox
impact of the passage has to do with
Photo Editor ............................................~ •.....••.••••• Jeff Hunt
hospitality. At least that is what
Copy Editor .......................... Mike Melnick, David Swartz, Jr.
Jesus apparently believed.
Production Manager ....•.••....•...•••..•...•......•.•.•.• Pete Matchett
[Jesus said] "Whosoever shall
Staff Writers: Doris Bloodsworth, Laura Bundy, Joe Chabus,
notrecei ve you, nor hear your words,
Darren Crovitz, Justin Delias, Jeff Dethuin, Dan Griffin,
when ye depart out of their house or
Ken Jackson, Pat Karsnick, Samantha Kates, Dean G. Lewis,
city; shake off the dust of your feet.
Michelle Martinez, Tony Mejia, Joseph Nadeau, Tim Springer,
Verily I say unto you, it shall be
and David Swartz, Jr.
more tolerable for the land ofSodom
and Gomorrah in the day of judgBusiness Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495

Assumption& made about homosexuality
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ment, than for that city." (Matthew
iO:l4-15 KJV)
In Ezekiel, the sins of Sodom

are not only listed categorically but
contrasted with the sexual sins of
Jerusalem as less serious: "As Ilive,
saith the Lord God, Sod_om thy sister hath not done... as thou has done ...
Behold;this was the iniquity of thy
sister Sodom, pride, fullness _of

Perhaps we should
have Peter sacrifice
a cow in the free
speech area?
After all Leviticus
says it is the proper
thing to do.
bread, and abundance of idleness
was in her and her daughters, neither did she strengthen the hand of
the poor and the needy" (ch. 16
verse 48-49).
The only place where homosexual acts are mentioned specifically is Leviticus 18:22 - ''Thou
shalt not lie with mankind, as with
womankind; it is abomination," and
20: 13 - "If a man also ·lies with
mankind, as he lieth with a woman;
both of them have committ~ an
abomination; they shall surely be

Are you a
master
complainer? Or
oneotthose
smarty. pants
that has· some
snide comment
about
everything?
Here's your
chance.

put to death; their blood shall be
upon them."
Abomination comes from the
Hebrew word "toevah," and does
not us.ually signify something intrinsically evil, but something which
is ritually unclean for Jews, like
eating pork or engaging in intercqurse during menstruation, both of
which are prohibited in these chapters. Peter-do you eat pork rinds?
With a careful reading of
Leviticus (KJV preferred), it can be
deduced that the reference to homosexuality is characterized as unequivocally ceremonially unclean
rather than inherently evil.
If Peter wishes to claim
Leviticus as the reason he believes
homosexuality to be a sin (I don't
know ·as he has not told us where in
the bible it is stated) ,then, Ifinditall
to convenient that he has likely (as
most Christians do) rejected the
Leviticus precepts not convenient
to him.
My favorite verses in
Levitic~s are 29-30: "And when ye
will offer a sacrifice ofthanksgiving
unto the LORD, offer [it1 -at-your
own will. On the same day it shall be
eaten up; ye shall leave none of it
untilthemorrow:l[am]theLORD."
Perhaps we should have Peter sacrifice a cow in the free speech
area?
After all Leviticus savs it is
the proper thing to do.

Complain about UCF and win prhes!
But remember, I'm looking for
USDA Prime Beef. It can be any aspect
of the school, classes, your rooniate, or
any aspect of college life. Entries will be
judged purely by taste!
Entries should be·between 50-150
words, clearly IDarked "USDA PRIME
BEEF' and sent to the email addresses
below before Leap Day. All entries are
subject to publication.
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We're all paying into a system that will never be of benefit to ~
If Congress does not raise the

.

.
•

I

national debt ceiling, the government will miss certain obligations,
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin
: ?:jam~i -.
said last month. The American
people ought to keep tabs on what's
going down on Capitol Hill, especially since one of those obligations saving. Karpel warns that all three
· is Social Security.
legs are weak. Clearly, the time has
Social Security is doomed to come to phaseout Social Security. It
bankruptcy. According to Craig S. will be painful to start now, but
Karpel, in his -eye-openi!lg book, procrastinating will only increase
The Retirement Myth, there were the agony.
only 771,000 retirees, spouses of
Is the end of Soci~ Security
retirees and widows or widowers of really that unconscionable? It was
retirees on Social Security in 1945. once a boon to Americans, but now
Today there are more than 35 mil- it is just a bureaucratic morass, a
lion recipients, and the Social Secu- bargaining chip used in legislative
rity Administration says that there bickering, an Old Deal wedge issue.
will be 72 million in 2045.
It is time to cut this Gordian
When Franklin Delano knot in two.
Roosevelt signed Social Security
Another·strong argument for
into law in 1935, many people were ending Social Security is political
ilot expected to reach age 65; men's mismanagement. Would you fork
life expectancy was 60 years, and over your money to unscrupulous
women's, 63. Today the average bankers who squandered your prelife spans are, respectively, 72 and vious savings, blindly trusting them
79, and those estimates will con- to be honest next time? No? So why
tinue to increase. Longevity comes have we let the government put us in
with a price: People find that their that position? Why leave ourselves
lives are lasting longer than their vulnerable to politicians' troughmoney.
feeding and irresponsibility?
If Social Security is phased
The retirement safety net has ·
been likened to a three-legged stool. out:
One leg is Social Security and gov•Money will not be subtracted
ernment welfare programs for the from our paychecks; we individual
aged, the second leg is pensions Americans can invest all of our
provided by employers or .labor ·money our way.
•We won~t have to deal with
unions and the third leg is individual

government red tape and strings attached to our money.
•There will be one less coffer
for Uncle Sam to raid; one less way
for him to control our means of
living. Americans• financial security can rest in their hands instead of
the hands of career politicians and
bureaucrats.
To phase out this entitlement
program, the government only needs
to stop adding people into the sys.
tern, although nine-digit numbers
may still be issued for identification
purposes. People already on Social
Security should continue to receive
their pensions which, unlike welfare, were earned. I,.myself, want
the money that was taken out of
every paycheck I have earned since
I was sixteen. But I no longer think
that I am going to get it.
Karpel writes, "Younger
Americans are going to insist on
putting an end to the 'pay and play'
system, in which they pay and older
people play." I am one of those
young ·Americans - not because I
harbor animosity toward the elderly, but because government dependency does not pay off.
I suggest im;>culating Americans against it at 14, when wageearning begins. At that time, Ameri-

cans should begin learning the ba- sible for his or her financial fate, not
sics of saving for the future. Sup- the· government. Don't we want
pose someone bagging groceries at politicians to keep their hands in
14saveshismoneyinajar. When he their own pockets? Well, this is one
waits tables at 18, he adds to a way we can do it - by insisting on
savings account. When he gets a a phaseout of Social Security, and
better job at 22, he begins an Indi- applyingourselvesandourchildren
vidual Retirement Account (IRA) to.the aforementioned plan.
whilemaintainingasavingsaccount
Folks, face the ugly reality
and/oraCertificateoIDeposit(CD). that Social Security will collapse in
After graduating and working until the future, regardless of the "reretirement age, this individual, who forms" touted by politicians. Ameriwas responsible --------~--· cans, young and
and knowledgeold, need to stop
able from t·he
playing the vicstart, will have a
tirn. This "Poor
better shot at fi- 1·nc1m·
' us. Who's going
nancial freedom
to take care of
us?" mentality
than someone
who relied on the
makes Amerigovernment.
.
cans dependent
on liberals and
While new
generations are
bureaucracies,
and America is
engaged in this
much
less
of
a
nation
as a result.
activity, the people already on SoSenior
citizens
have
become
a procial Security must continue to retected
class
whose
ire
is
easily
ceive their money and benefits until
they are fully repaid. ·Obviously, aroused by politicos who merely
paying these recipients will require whisper a veiled threat to Social
temporarily higher taxes and cuts in Security.
Look at what's· happening·
other programs. But, given time,
gone will be the days of continually with Medicare. To unite seniors
pouring money down a bottomless . against Republicans, all the Demopit; gone will be the foisting of costs cratic Party ~as to do is claim that
-the big, bad GOP is ordering a con-:
on future generations.
Hypothetical and idealistic as tract hit on the program. Then the
it sounds, this plan would empower seniors, a substantial body of voters,
the individual ;American, not the will vote for the Democrats, who
government. After a lifetime QfSav- started this whole mess.
Enough already.
ing, theindividual wouldberespon-

After a lifetime of
saving, the
·dual would be
resPonsible·for his
or her financial fate,
th
·
not e government

•
•

•

•

Finally, I'd like to address grand Proselytizing Contest, where
another writer within these pages. the winner gets a cruise with God
In reSponse to popular demand, I am, with this column, bePerhaps, however, I should say "ser- and Charles Barkley to the Bahamonizer" rather than writer; the mas? Or does he actually believe
ginning something new, something
prose spewed forth from.this zealot that he is converting the masses in
I hope will reappear fairly regularly
as the year wears on, as more people
is about as lively as a corpse, though some powerful new way with his
it lacks a corpse' s resemblance to ''Cliffs Notes of the Bible" columns?
behave stupidly and become in need
you, sir, may I have another" is Jeff humanity. I am speaking, of course, Hasn't some.body told this guy how
of correction. I call it the "Golden
Paddle" award. As you may have
Hogan. In his first three or four ofPeter Maxwell, Verse-Quoter and immensely boring a religiqus lecture is, especially coming from
guessed, recipients of this dubious
The ignorance and insolence· columns, he has succeeded in show- · God-Botherer extrodinaire.
Again, I would like to empha- someone whose "been saved?"
honor are in dire need of having of these pseudo-intellectuals ar11:azes ing all of UCF that he suffers from
Ultimately, MaxwelJ labors
their pants pulled down in public; me. Could they not have stayed the an extreme case of"white guilt" and size that the Golden· Paddle is not
for a prolonged and painful spank- eitra five minutes until Styron left that, dammit, so should the rest of exercised capriciously. Maxwell's under a similar onus as his alreadying because of their monumental ·the stage? If leaving so punctili- us. Hogan's personal neuroses are opinions on such matters as homo- paddled partner: while it is Hogan's
ignorance, intolerance, or self-righ- ou&].y ·was imperative, what were certainly no grounds .for a public sexuality and moral conduct, anti- immense caring that makes him speteousness.
these socially-retarded jerks doing spanking, but when he turns his quated and draconian though they cial, Maxwell must live from day to
The first Golden Paddle goes thereanyway?lsus- - - - - - - - - - - - columns into di- may be, deserve as much voice in a ·day with the knowledge that his job
not to an individual, but to a gaggle pect that most of
<lactic twelve- public forum as any other view- - spreading whatever truth he sees
of dolts who attended the William the·s e premature
step-programs point. What earns Maxwell a tanned on the wall of Plato's cave- will
that admonish behind is his stultifyingly dull writ- · never be done. Saint Sebastian got
Styron reading. For the 98 percent exiters only saw
of you readers who weren't there, Styr~n for a class
u n c o~u n s e 1e d ing, and his insistence in turning out arrows; St. Maxwell will have to
let me explain.
'
.
peoplelikeusfor these moribund testaments of reli- settle for a spanking to ensure his
requirement, and·
About two weeks ago, Styron boorishly took
O!Jfinsensitivity, gious dogma week after week as martyrdom.
So, there .you go. Let these
gave a reading at the UCF Arena. leave as soon as
•
he is simply columns in a school newspaper.
Among people who read books, he's possible.
pleading for a
What's going on here? Is examples be a lesson to you all, for
considered fairly famous, and a
Maxwell trying to earn his stripes as no ignorance, stupidity, or self-im_At any rate,
flagellation .
good-sized crowd (about l/50th the fifty licks for all of
H o g a n an Eagle Scout-type acolyte by pub- portance goes unnoticed by the
size of an average Magic game) you twerps, for acfulminates ui>on licly proclaiming the "word?" Is he Golden Paddle. You could be next.
showed up, including me. Spending complishing the
his noble views. somehowchalkinguppointsinsome
an hour talking about Sophie's impossible: making UCFlookmore attacking racism in grandmoralfashChoice, Styron concluded with a provincial than it is. You know who ion, indicting skeptics as the "enquestion-and-answer session with you are. May your buttocks burn for emy" while he keeps a solitary post
the audience. At this point, the afore- a week.
as the paladin of righteousness. The
mentioned dolts entered the picture.
Next, rd like to turn the holy essence of his arguments~ however,
For as Styron
eel to hear paddle on several of our own here at are disappointingly banal and unCl Melissa with the Jewish point of view
jthequeriesofaudience
bers, these the Future. Several new writers for original, the product of a liberal
Cl Pat Fox talks about nervous laughter
inconsiderate oafs lo dly arose and this paper have been unbearably soup of extremism mixed with a
left, as ifexiting a theaterafteramovie. annoying, producing "columns" that helping of Manichean balderdash;
Cl Dan Griffin about Publix
With many sets of feet stamping on with all their peccadillos, still man- he is obviously better than~ the rest
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letters and
the Arena aisles, neither Styron or the age to violate a cardinal law ofjour- us, because ultimately, he cares. All
articles.
Submissions may be broughtto ouroffices on disk, Faxed
audience could hear a single question, nalism by being incorrigibly bor- ofthisself-importantwhining,howto
823-9495,
or E-mailed to theeditorat patfox@eWorld.com.Or,
and a heretofore professional and in- ing. A few whacks with the Golden ever, has only earned this holierif you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.co!fl.
teresting event was brought to a rude Paddle should straighten these mis- than-thou a few smacks with the
creants out
and abrupt end
Golden Paddle.

Let these examples
be a lessonto you
all for no ignorance,
stupidity, or self•
rta
1mpo nee goes
Unnoticed by the
Golden Paddle.
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· ) 5o/o Off All.Clothing
· . thru February ·

<

(excluding t- shirts)

75 E. Colonial Dr.
Downtown 0rlando
407-839-0077
UNITY...
THEE HIPPEST
PLACE IN TOWN!

.:::i;::YB:::~zfli,~;:;:~::::;Y,:,~:e~e· ~part~~': ,;:·

night · F~E :o at PTeasure» l~l:and: 1 lt -s seven
··
outrageous nightclul;>.s , a vvild street party and a countdovvn
to new Year's b'Ve with confetti and fireworks at ·midnight.

groove all

WINNER
BEST DIRECTOR· MIKE FIGGIS

NATIONAL SOCIETY OFRLM CRITICS AW~RDS • LOS ANGlliS FllM CRITICS ASSOCIATION

•Tickets available at Disney. ·

ELISABETH SHUE

NICOIAS CAGE

•Optional Disney Water' Pafk ticket only
,

•Special off'er for groups of 10
•Net Ultimate Spring Break
info on the worldwide web at
www.disneyworld.com then click
on special events.

CINEMARK THEATRES

MOVIES 12 ""'M!IF'
S.R. 50AT HIAWASSEE
292-4858

anc

PLEASURE ISLAND 10

OFF 1-4/0ISNEY VILLAGE EXIT
827-1300

-.llO.-nln

Gene<at enema

FLORIDA MALL

COLONIAL PROMENADE

NORTHEAST PARKING LOT
851-8797

4672 [. COLONIAL DRIVE

898-7707

CALL 888-FILM® F 0 R SH 0 WT IMES & TICKETS

(

TEAM OFF

AT

there's

SKYDIVING
& then there's

DXDIVIllG
Oome see ·the
di:f:ference!

{NEXT JUMP-Feb. 22·) .
Join· Team CFF and
call 823.-8054 ·x 27

Or

call The Para§iitors,
(The ofiitial DROP

at

ZONE~tltc;ffy~o()d)

SKYDIVE·· Oi:L ANDO
1-800-US-1-'J UMP
.

'

A Coillplete Exalll·& Xrays
0110 (INITIAL)

..

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

(A $65 value)
Current UCF ID requir€:d
Take advantage of excellent .dental care at
very comfortable prices, Jzist bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 4/31 i96

h ;, our oflil:c poh.:y 1ha1 1tr pa1i<n1 and any olhcr pmon IC\J>Of1'ible for paymcnl ha.' lhr righ1 10 rrfu.~ 10 pay. orn:el paymenl. or be: n:irnburs..'tl for pil~m<nl for any Olhcr service. rn1mina1ion. ,
or lfl:almcnl "htch ;, oerformctl a.' a n:'uh of and wi1hin Tl hour. of n:M>on<line 10111< adveni,,..mrnl for ihc free. di:.counled fee. or n.'tlucc-d ftt service, examinalion. or lrtittm:nl.

G
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I

L

HOW TO- CHOOSE

DENTAL ·

A MAJOR.

G

~m

I

I
L

Class

Undecided Major?
Changing Major?
Learn the steps and essential
ingredients jor choosing a major
from our academic advisors ...

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
- East Orlando

January-April 1996
Class Scbedule
available PH 202

l 0% DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF I.D.

L

G

R

I

I..

L

OPEN LATE

r ~FREEnRiNK
& Frui's I
·.
DRINK
FREE 20oz
AND SMALL FRIES . ,
WITH PURCHASE OF OUR NEW
CHICKEN PHILLY SANDWICH
AVAILABLE AT :MIAMI SUBS GRILL OF UCF
MIAMI SUBS GRILL
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
EXPIRES 3-15-96

I

I

I

FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
OR CIBCKEN PITA.
AVAILABLE AT MlAM1 SUBS GRILL OF UCFI

I

I

MIAMT SUBS GRILL
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

- - - - - - - - ...
NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. UMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

r - -:;-- FREE~RiNK& Frui's I

I ••
G___R I L

~

EXPIRES 3-15-96

L

·- -

--

. .....·

East Orlando

AMERICA'S VARIETY MENU

I •

~
·······;.·.-.

Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
American Dental Association. Academy of
General Dentistry, Academy for.Sports Dentistry, Florida
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association,
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and
postgraduate.training in TMJ

UCF TEAM DENTIST

. . RECEIVE

ACADEMIC'
EXPLORATION
PROGRAM

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in :-incl get"
acquaintL'd \\'ith your nc\\' dentist ml{/
save a few dollars.
·
George Yarko, D.D.S.

FOR$9!

,.

\

-

-

-

-

NOT VAUD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT .ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

I

...

University of Central Florida
Academic Exploration Program
Academic Development & Retention
Enrollment & Academic Service
.

.

•'

· This -is ·.
The future.

_Tlt4Hk8,
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•
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Sometimes I feel things are getting
bel/er for me.

c.

Somedays 11/Jink tl1ey're worse.
Some mornirrgs I look in the mirror
and I tl1i11k I look pretty good.
Other mornings I wonder which
disease will finally kill me.
Some days, when I'm walking
down Ille street I feel so fight and
perfect.
Otlrer days I only want~ do
small, nearly invisible ores
around my /rouse, and never go
outside again.

but

Otlrer days I want to break
of
t11e darkness and take accqrdion
lessons.

c

Life is good.

If you can't say something nice
about yaurse/f..... be subtle.

•

'
c

Losing weight
is one thing.··
Losing perspective
is anot~er.
Gain back asense of who qou mere
before food took control.

•
(

LACKaFFDCUS

•
WELL, THE 5CJWNER WA5
AC.TING STRANGE TODAV
THEN HE APIDRS
OVr OF NOWHERE.
I

•
Stop in for free information and screening for eating disorders.
Dote:

~ce:

Friday Feb. 9

rime·

Student Center Auditorium

10

am - 12
or

1:00 - 3 pm

or Call Cam pus Wellness Center 823-5841
Counseling Center 823-2811

The National Eating Disorders Screening Program

an event during Eating Disorders Awareness Week

•

'

+

•

Q

.University of

Central
Florida

UCF Student Government
Presidential·Elections

•
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

•

•
•

•
•

Voting Places: Health & Physics, Education,
Business & Engineer~ng

Constitutional Ame~dment #1
(A Separation of Executive and Legislative Branches of Student Government)
Article II Section 2 Subsection B
A 8enace t'tesident \¥ho 8ha1l Be the 8tadent Body Vice 1%sidem
Article II Section 4 Subsection B
'fhe JY'ice t'tesident shall pte$ide ovet l11e Senate as its Ptesident mid shall be able to bteak a tie vote of dte Senate.
Insert Article II Section 2 Subsection B
A Senate President elected from the Senate
Add Article II Section 6: Duties of the Senate President
The Senate President shall preside over the Senate and shall be able to break a tie vote of the Senate.
Add Article II Section 7: Order of Succession
In the event that the Senate President resigns or is unable to perform the powers and duties of office, the Senate President Pro Tempore
shall become the Senate President.
Article III Section 5 Subsection B
In the event that the Vice President is unable to fulfill the duties of office, the Senate President 8enace :f'tesidet!l :f'rn 'fempme shall become
Vice President.
Constitutional Amendment #2
(Publication of Alflendment(s))
Article V Section B
The proposed amendment shall be published in "the" A major student publication and otherwise made available to the Student Body for two (2)
consecutive weeks prior to the vote by the _Student Body. The vote on the proposed Constitutional Amendment(s.Lshall be held during
·
the next regular Student O.overnment elections.

· Brevard Campus

·. Feb.19, 20& 21 ·
'

2:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

•

.

.................................................................................................................................., ..... .

Mo~day

through ~edne~day

Voting Place: near the Student Government lounge

Constitutional Amendment #3
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article III Section 3 Subsection D
Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate within ten (1 0) school days of passage from .the Senate. No acti on by the Student Body President
in ten ( IO) school days shall constitute approval ot' the measure by the Student Body President. The chief Stade11t Affait s offitel
Univer sity President or His/Her Designee shall have three (3) weeks to veto or sign the measures i~ question. No action in three
weeks shall constitute approval of the measure by the chief Stadem Affaits officet University President or His/Her Designee.
Constitutional Amendment #4
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Article II Section 5 Subsection ·K
Override a veto by the chief 8tadent Affaits offitel University President's Designee by two-thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legislation to the
President of the Univers ity fo r ultimate review.
(Removal of Student Affairs Oversight)
Constitutional Amendment #5
Article V Section 2 Subsection B
The signature of the chief 8tadent Affahs'ufficet University President.
(Health Fee)
Referendum #1
Please choose OI)e of the following:
I.
I want the current $47.30 Health Fee repealed. I understand that this would mean that there would ·not be a Health Center on Campus.
2.
I want the Health Fee charged on a per credit hour basis.
3.
I like the way the current Health Fee is administered.
Other~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4.

Daytona &

South Orlando
4:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. .

·

-·

Campuses. Feb. 19, 20 ·& 21
Monday through Wednesday

Voting.Place: near the Student Government lounge

All currently registered and enrolled UCF Students are eligible to part1c1pate in the UCF Student Government
If you have any questions of eligibility, please see the Registrar. All five Constitutional
Presidential elections.
AmJndments and the Referendum will be on each ballot at each campus. Words that are "struck .out" with a line
through them would be removed and bolded words would be added should a measure be passed. A referendum is not
legatly binding but commuq.1cates the opinion of the UCF Student Body. If you have any other questions, please call
your local Student Government office or the Main Campus office at (407) 823-2191.

This is one in a series of four advertisements that was produced by the UCF Student Government Senate at a total cost of $1,760, as
required by the Student Government Constitution, to infonn UCF Students of the upcoming Spring Presidential elections,
Constitutional Amendments up for ratification, and a Referendum to be put before the UCF Student Body.

Classified
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Administrative Assistant needed for Earn up to $500 per week assemKCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 ~
bling products at home. No Exp.
downtown real-estate developer.
Info 1-504-646-1700 Dept. FL 307
Computor and general office
Need the perfect gift for
A'ITENTION ALL STUskills,dependable
transportation
Campus Action for Animals ·
Valentine's
Day? "Personalized"
CIDLDCARE NEEDED
DENTS!!! GRANTS &
meeting. Mon. Feb.12 Rm 214 in required. Pff approx. 20 hrs/week,
Beauty
packages.
Call Dawn
ThtMEDIATELY!
SCHOLARSIIlPS AVAILflexible schedule, $7 .50/hr
273-7989.
S.C. from 3:30-4:30pm
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
Tom422-1000
Busy, single lawer- mother needs
PRIVATE FUNDING.
Are you a Veteran, dependant, or
Artists, Writers, plus ¥uscle
UCFS~dents
sitter for well-behaved 9 & 5 yr
QUALIFY
IMMEDIATELY.
just interested in hanging around
Women
BBS. Upload your art or
Need Extra Income Now?
olds. Approx 3-10 pm Various
1 800 AID-2-HELP (1 800
with veterans having fun and
writing!
Or view/read art &
Seeking Work for Summer?
weekdays, with some fex. $5/hr
243-2435)
helping the community?
writing.
FREE
and local call!
plus: (Avg.$125. wk) Must have
Join The Student Veteran
Modem
366-7697
8Nl, ANSI.
Eax your way to an extra $1,000car and excellent references re:
International Students. DV-1
Association.
$3000 per month. No fax
responsibility, dependability &
Greencard Program available~ 1For info Call 823-2707
needed ... Use ours Free! Fun, Easy,
character. Strongly prefer
800-660-7167
Work from home/campus dorm.
expirience with Children. I have
We want to help you ...will you
Baily's special limited program for
good refs. too. 244-3230
help us? Call P.G.M 894-0318 i-------------istudehts and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.
, Venus-Lovb Introductions BBS
Free Long Distance Phone _
Sherwood Forest 1 med occ. 312 212
It's not about
New FREE intro. medium!
Service: No change.in current
CANCUN SPRING BREAK
dmv prop 657-1067 1 800 929-4403
PROMISES.•.
Modem
366-7697, 8Nl, ANSI.
carrier while earning substantial
The Biggest Parties !
It's about
Hurry,
iriclude your profile,
weekly income. Contact Gladys
Air from only $299 ! !
RESULTS? ·
CF area, room for female student,
Other8
will be looking!!
at 380-3075
Call 800/919-9920
family home $250 per mo. incl.
Are you tired of answering ads?
utilities 678-2331
Norrell Services is offering an
. excellent opportunity for qualiI
I
"Roces" Roller Blades
I .
I
fied applicants in our East
size 10". New $234, Asking
11
Orlando facility adjacent to UCF
$150
obo Call Chris 290-8805
in Research Park.
UCF area, Share house.Washer/
Dryer,garage. $250. per month +
when you buy a 6 11 I wh1n you buy a_jun- J
'83 VW GTI red, rebuilt Jan. 94
For your resu{ts oriented,
1/3 util. Call 277-7579
Like new interior, mech.
motivational attitude we are
sub of equal or
: ior r1bund of equal or I
excel.,drk windows, good radio.
offering: .
.greater value and a I greater value and a
$2200: 667-0498
*Day/Evening/Weekend Shifts
I
Med. drink
I
Med. drink
'
'
*Guaranteed Base
'81 Citation 4dr., V-6, auto.PB,
. offer expires 2/22/96
I
offer expires 2/22/96
I
*Monthly Bonus
VALET PARKING POSmONS
· PS,Air. 94,000 original miles.
Not valid in combination with any I Not valid in combination .with any• I
*Service
Bonus
AVAILABLE
Excellent tunning cond. & trans.
other offers or specials. The Place other offers or specials.
I
*Training
$850.00 obo 658-6066.
*Vacation
must have clean driving record
I
*Benefits
Lu~i:ai:e: Folding garment bag w/
_.
great personality & customer
·- , . . . .. -.-. . . - 'I
· wheels, Pullman 26" w/
.L :
Where Fresh is che 1aste.'~
service oriented
1
Call for an immediate interview
wheels.cosmetic bag. Skyway;
Call Guest services management
TODAY!!
soft side. ·
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
384-8549
Waterbed Mattress-Soft side, 7
arid up
"I thought college was supposed to be fun?"
cylinders in tray inside mattress.
NORRELL LOGO
CHILDREN'S FITNESS CENTER
·Place on standard spring. Queen.
eoe ada no.fee
needs reliable, exp'd teachers.
359-9245.
Are you Experie11cing:
Gymnastics, Dance, Aikido
instructors. Casselberry 331-8123
Depression Poor Grades Test Anxiety Relationship Problems
I

Services

Club Info

Personals

For Rent

For Sale

Roommates

r---------1----------,
FREE
FREE·
6 SUB!

:junior round! :

J

Help Wa~ted. .

____________________

...,

STUDENT . SPECIAL

Seeking Telemarketers-No exp.
necessary. Ext. Home improvemt
product for nat'l retailer. Full time
12-9 pm Tues.-Fri.,9-6pm Sat.
Parttime 5-9 or 6-9 pm Mon-Sat
$6.50 w/o Exp. $7 .00 w/exp+
comm. Call Transworld Svcs.
Group
240-7176. Paid Training

~~f!!J~i:~~
I0 visits for $25.00 w/l.D.
across from UCF
273-5419

Academic Pressure Social Isolation Poor Self Image
Poor Self Confidence Parent Pressure Eating or Sleeping Problems

Dr. George Schulz has·been providing confidential
counseling services for over 15 years. As a clinical and
school psychologist he is well aware of the pressures
associated with maintaining good grades, .making and
keeping relationships;·and making career decisions.

Flexible Appointment Hour$ Available:

Babysitter- Weekdays 2:30-6:30
$6.00 hr. Car required
Call 282-5598 eves.

George Schulz Ph.D
UiiiVers~ty Oaks
11875 High Tech Ave. Suite 200
Orlando, Florida 32817

100 People Wanted: We pay you

to lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days. Call
380-2549
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS
66051

..r Our classroom is a real bar!
..r Easy-to-learn, copyrighted program
.,, Fantastic job placement assistance!

You Can Start
Monday!

..r_ Credit Cards/Financing If Qualified

(407) 831-2233

·407 384'-6018
(located behind the Ho1iday Inn, off of University Blvd.)

"Sometimes we just need someone to talk to."

r----~-~----~---~~-----------------~------------------~
Please check one of the following:
~I
I
.I..~~
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_Greek Corner
_Personals
I
·
--"-Fot Sale
._Services
-=-Autos
,_Club Info
_Lost & Found
,.,
_Singles
_Tutors
_Roommates
_Help Wanted
_Other
I

Classl;'1zed Adve•tzszng Dorm
1

•

_Cash _Check Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I
I'
I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs,
I
during the Fall and Spring Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)
.
RATES: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others,
I
Each character in a string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYI'
MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail form and payment to Tne Central Florida Future,
I
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax form and
I
copy of check to (407)823-9495 . Ads may also may be placed in person in our offices,
I~
located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
I
For more info, ca11 (407) 823-8054.
'

~-

- --- - - - - - -- - - - --

-- -

Name, address, and phone (required):

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..-

I
I
-- - - - ~

.

1 -- ------------ ~ ---------------
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•
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UCF scrapping for TAAC tourney berth
by TONY MEJIA
Staff' writer

With the season coming to a
close, UCF has put itself in the
dangerous position of having to
fight to get into this year's TAAC
tournament.
The tourney, which is to be
played at the Edmunds Center at
Stetson University, has only eight
slots available with nine teams
eligible for the berth. As of press
time, with the UCF/Stetson contest not yet con~luded, the Golden
Knights sit at 4~6 ~-m conference
play. That record would currently
get them the seventh seed in the
tournament, but chasing right behind them are the Georgia State
Panthers, who we've beaten by 20
this season, and the other Panthers of the T AAC- Florida International. FIU handed UCF one of
their toughest losses of the season
on January 25, and will host the
Golden Knights in a huge game in
Miami on February 24. The fact
that UCF is currently in the toughest stretch of its schedule also
hinders their playoff possibilities.
The Knights do get some
good news, however. They'll return home for a three game stand
before heading south to finish their
regular season schedule against
FIU and FAU. The bad news: their

first opponent, the College of
Saturday night could bring
Charleston Coµgars, is the only some much needed relief for the
undefeated squad in the TAAC. Knights, as the Campbell Camels
The Cougars handed UCF its worst come into town. Campbell started
conference defeat of the year, the conference season like a house
bombing them at the John Kresse of fire, winning five of their first
Arena in Charleston 103-61 on six, but have dropped their last
February 1.
four, including a 79-58 loss to
Freshman forward Sedric UCF at home last Saturday afterWebber tallied up a double-double noon. The Knights played some
in his first collegiate start against of their best ball of the season,
the Knights, and he's not even the holding Campbell to 37 percent
team's top freshman. Jermel Presi- shooting, while holding all but
dent takes that honor, bringing in / one of their players to single diga 10.5 ppg average to the table. its in scoring. UCF knocked down
UCF will also have to contend 12 of 22 treys en route to the
with guard Anthony Johnson, sec- victory. I.f Campbell continues to
ond in the TAAC in assis~.
flounder, a season sweep of the
By the way, Charleston also Camels could loom large for the
has the conference's top big man Knights once the seedings for the
in 6' 8" junior Thaddeous Delaney, conference tourney are anwho leads the balanced Cougars nounced.
with 15 points and 11 boards a
This crucial homestand congame. Toss in junior guard Stacy cludes with a night game on FebHarris' 14 from the two spot, and ruary 17 against rival Stetson.
you have a team deserving of an These three games should have a
NCAA tourney invite. Unfortu- vital impact on the team's outlook
nately for Charleston, they're still for the rest of the year. Stacey
ineligible for the conference tour- Castle continues to be an integral
nament, and will have to rely on part of the Golden Knights' resuran at-large bid to get in. With gence, averaging close to 16 a
losses to the two lone marquee game, while dishing out about
opponents on the schedule, Con- seven assists. If the Knjghts connecticut and Syracuse, they can't tinue their inspired play, they'll
afford to lose many more ~on be a shoo-in for the TAAC tournatests, meaning UCF and the rest of ment. Once they're there, who
knows?
·
the TAAC is in trouble.

How did the Cowboys get so dam good?
from JACKSON, page 12

be getting whatever they lay
their eyes on in the way of players
and picks. You want examples?
Here's a list, toughguy:
- In 1990, they draft Emmitt
Smith, the best running back in the
draft. Dallas gets him with not the
first pick, or a top fiver, or even a top
ten. They got him with the seventeenth pick on a draft where the next
best running back was Eric
McMillanfi:omArmy. Who?That's

return. With the pick they select
Russell Maryland, who has become
a young an~hor for a deep defensive
line. How did they manage that?
-In the '93 (Kevin Williams)
and '95 (Shermaq Williams) drafts,
the Cowboys get a great offensive
weapon with the last pick of the first
round. How are great players like
this slipping through the fingers of
so many teams?

thepoint.Howdidthebestrunnerin
the draft slip all the way into the
Cowboys hands?

· -In their two previous Super
Bowlyears('92& '93),Dallaspicks
up quarterbacks that were starters
with other teams (Bernie Kosar and
Rodney Peete) off of waivers. How?

-1991, the New England Patriots havethe first draft pick but
hand it to Dallas and get little in

Hmm. You thinkin' whatl'm
thinkin?

Intramural basketball
playoffs are set to start
by RICK FALCO
Special to the Future

The intramural basketball season came to an end last week, but the
fun (playoffs) are about to bewn.
Then, in soccer action there's only
one week left before the tournament
in the Red B Division. The top two
teams, Foot Action and Fussball
Spieler, will do battle Thursday afternoon. Foot Action is looking to

hold on to its perfect record, and
Fussball Spieler is the defending
Men's B Champion. Manriy Toro
gave Foot Action the win last week
in ·an exciting 1-0 game.
February is a huge month for
intramural sports, so be sure to signup for all the upcoming events.
Wiffleball, softball, wrestling, coed team tennis and 2-ol)-2 sand volJeyball all start this month. Call 8232408 with any questions.

IJ~IF llL~ lien'i~eM ·1111r1111111ral ·li1•••rfM
Red (RB)
1, Funky But Cool
2. Too Much Heat
3. Rim Shakers
4.ArmyROTC
5. Cartel
6. TeamBSU
7.SAEill
8. Sinfonia Gold
9. SAE IV
10. Shobi ones

5-0
4-1
4-1
3-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
1-4
0-5 .

Fraternity Gold (GD}
I.SAE
2.PKA
3.SX
4.LXA
5.TKE
6.ATO

6-0
5-1
4-2
3-3
2-4
1-5

Fraternity Black (BL)
l. SPE
2. Fiji
3. Acacia
4.CVI
5.KS

5-1
4-2
2-4
2-4
1-5

liflHHlilltlM

5. Underdogs
6. Below the Rim
7 .. Firebirds
8. SPE Pledges

1995-96 Basketball Standings
6.DU
Hercules (HA)
1. Bus Drivers
2. Alley Upstairs
3. Phi SlammaJamma
4. Rim Rockers
5. The Stings
6.Mudcats
7. E.A.D.
Knight (KB)
1. Hilltoppers
2. Outkasts
3. Life Is Good
4. Tinalis
· s.ATOTI
6. Sinfonia Black 0-6
Gemini (GW)
1. Dead Presidents ·

1-5

5-1
4-2
4-2
2-4
2-4
0-5
1-0

2. The Bulls
3. Sweet Tarts
4. Lightning
5.FCA

5-1
4-2
2-4
1-5

2.GameTime
3.PCAC
4. Firemen
5. Run and Gun
6. Straight Jackets

Centourious (CA)
1. True Playaz

5-0

White
l.MUGEN
2. Killer Instinct
3.JadeCrew
4.SPEID
5.HASA

6.AKP

6-0
5-1
4-2
2-4
1-5

7. Young Guns
8. Sinfonia Red

I!:===::;;;;;;;;;..______.
6-0

Pegasus (PB)
1. The Dogg Pound
2.FCA
3. Team Providence
4. Air Force

4-1
4-1
1-4
1-4
0-5

5-1-0
4-1-1
4-2-0
4-2-0
3-3-0
2-3-1
1-5-0
0-6-0

6-0
5-1
5-1
4-2

Fraternity B (PB)
1. SAE II
2. SPETI
3.SXTI
4. TKETI
5. Fiji TI
6.LXATI

2-4
1-5
1-5
0-6

8.PKATI
9.LXAID
10. PKATII

6-0
4-1
4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
3-3
1-4
1-5
1-5

Apollo -(AW)
l.PBP
2.AZD
3:DDD
4.ZTA
5.DG

5-1
4-2
2-4
1-5
0-6

1.sxm

(
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UCF will find ~how good they are-against some of nations' best
The Olive Garden Classic will
feature some of the premier baseball
powers in the country, ranging from
ACCpowerGeorgiaTechtotheSEC's
elite, Alabama Here are the other
teams and a brief breakdown of each.
TbeNorthCarolinaTarbeeJs

were 39-23 l~t seasori"aJtd played in
the NCAA ~tlantic::J1:r{egiona1 last
season. This y~'.~J~~i.iietwns three
.300 hitters, inclUding first baseman
Mike Stoner (12 HR).
Georgia Tech made its 11th .
straight NCAA.. post-season appearance, and they oni~prove with the
nation's fo~ting class.
CatcherJreiief~het<fucker Barr~
nnns withhis.i4'HR, 70RBI'sand 12
saves.
Alabama rennns six starters
from a·team thai:iiild had 42 wins.
The Crimson ';:/:?,:··:: y missed the
College World(< .. .. "shing second to Clernsbti"''in" ffie NCAA East
Regional.
· Tex.Techsetaschoolrecord
last year with 5~'"wins·oo;theii way to
the SWC ~' return five

==~'tm:~

p11otD1HU11r

Midwest regional.
Wake Fo8had their eighth
consecµtive ~With 30 or more

!~og::!:~:: ~:i~;:: ~~e;! ~:~s:::::~=~~:! ~~playera

;it
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UCF will need the offensive firepower they display~ in their
opening series, where they scored 28 runs in three games.

Hats off· but not at the 0-rena The-Diesel and the
Admiral on NBC
The sport of hockey is full of
its own quirky things. There are
things like offsides calls and twoline passes that nobody seems to
understand. There are penalties like
hooking, cross-checking and boarding, which nobody can differenti. ate. There'sthefighting, whichsticks
in everyone's mind.
Then there is the tradition rekindled when a player scores three
goals in a game. A hat trick. A
sombrero. A beenie.
Hockey protocol calls for fans
in attendance of such an occurrence
to remove any headgear they may
have on and jlllinging it onto tbe ice
to honor the player's achievement.
The hats are scooped up by the
referee and the ritual is complete.
But at Solar Bears games at
the Orlando Arena, there is an added
step. The flinger is then escorted
from the building.
'Sense me, mister?
That's right. At the 0-rena
here in 0-blando, anyone "intentionally throwing objects onto the
playing surface is subject to removal
from the arena." The charge? "Littering The Ice."
.Don't these people realize that
hat trick flinging has been part of
hockey tradition for seventy years?
I don! t know where it was started, or
who initiated the rite, but it doesn't
matter. You don't concern yourself
with these matters, you just throw!
And it's not like hat tricks occur
every night (IHL average: one ev-

Or more specifically, quarterback Neil O'Donnell.
So, says .this
guy
Darknight856@aol.com. According to our friend, if the Steelers won
the game, someone "connected to
public industry" (hunh?) would atery five weeks), so what's the prob- tempt to kill O'Donnell or 1'harm his
lem?
wife in some way." Now you know ·
._Thank your higher being that some of these nuts on the InformatheBearsdon'tplay in Detroit, where tion Superhighway; some need their
Red Wings fans have thrown octo- tires blown out. A .friend of mine
pus after every goal since the for- thought he was talking to the goalie
ties .
for the Chicago Blackhawks, the
While the~ fans are kept in Ed Belfour. So our "source" may
control and obedience Qf the rules of not be all that credible.
. etiquette the Arena is laying down,
At first I meant to bring this
grown men are slamming each other out just to report on what's being
into fiberglass walls and poking each said out there. But then I looked
other with sticks. Is this not sup- · back and thought about it, and came..
·posed to attract a rowdy crowd bent up with two conclusions: ei~quar~;
on venting a little hostility? What's terback O'Donnell was ne.rvous as'
next to be tabooed? Screaming anq heck in the game, or OUR INTERcheering? What about the wave·? - NET GUY. IS RIGHT.
YOU HEARD IT HERE
Think about it O'Donnell had
FIRST: I know the Super Bowrwas two key interceptions. One late in
two weeks ago, but I uncovered the~econd quarter led to a Cowboys
some int~resting information. First, field goal. The other came late in the
I hope you all enjoy~ your Super game with the Steelers down by just
Bowl parties. I'm sure they were three points and a chance of putting
better because this year the game up the winoing score. The pick-off
was better than the commercials completely took Pittsburgh out of
(And where was Bud Bowl?). the game.
.
O'Donnell only had seven
Congrats to those who heeded the
words of The Benchwarmer and INTs during the regular season. I
took the two touchdown spread. know, anybody can have two of
Don't spend all those winnings in them in one game, but the timeliness worries me. And yes, I know
one place.
Last week, I hopped on the that scandal surrounds a lot ofchamInternet and picked upon somepost- pionship sporting events.
Here's what's tying this all
gamechatter. Something caught my
together for me: the opponent. In the
eye that made me look twice.
Cover your eyes, Steelers last few years, the Cowboys seem to
fans, and dive for cover. Here comes be getting whatever they lay their
a bombshell.
eyes on in the way of players and
The Pittsburgh Steelers
tanked the game.
see JACKSON, page 11
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Magic center Shaquille O' Neal helped Orlando to thtJe"r,
overtime victory Sunday against the Spurs. The Magic's
home winning streak this season is now at 24 games.

